Advanced technologies for improving the building envelope

3M Building and Construction Market Center
3M Air Barrier Technologies

Whether you select a permeable or non-permeable air barrier, you’ll get a tough, puncture-resistant membrane that is compatible with most building materials and sealants.

VAPOR PERMEABLE 3015VP

Apply with unmatched speed

3M™ Vapor Permeable Air Barrier 3015VP

Reverse wound technology reduces labor costs with unmatched installation speeds. The liner is removed after each row of membrane is applied to the wall.

Quick, easy vertical or horizontal applications.
Roll it across the wall, apply adequate pressure with a J-roller, then peel off the liner — that’s it.
Weatherproof your project
Immediately safeguard your building from the weather with UV-resistant materials.

Extend your building season
Apply in temperatures as low as 0°F (-18°C) or as high as 150°F (66°C).

NFPA 285 compliant
Multiple approved wall assemblies.

See the difference
3M™ Air and Vapor Barrier 3015
High-tack acrylic adhesive enables installation in most weather conditions. The translucent membrane makes it easy to identify stud locations.

1 YR UV-resistant for up to 1 year.

Narrower rolls available for detailing doors and windows. Thin film design prevents tape buildup in the corners.

Through Wall Flashing 3015 TWF
Apply even on damp surfaces
3M™ Through Wall Flashing Membrane 3015 TWF
Protect the building enclosure with a tough, abrasion-resistant membrane designed to withstand punctures and tears.

2 YRS UV-resistant for up to 2 years.
Learn how 3M’s advanced technologies can help you and your building occupants breathe easier.

Visit 3M.com/construction or contact your 3M representative at 1-866-513-4026.

Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application. User is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application. Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product packaging or product literature, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.